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NOTE ON A fu{CDIJi.fi-"I"HilO}tE'TIC EXERCISE

GRiGORE CALUOAREANU

In his well'known book on rings and moduies, R. Wisbauer states the follorving exercise
{16),p.26$: Show that thefallowing are equivalentfor a Z-module M: (a) M is locatly artinian:
(b) i,f has dec for cyclie submadules: (c) M lias essentia! sacle: (d) M is a tor,cion module.

In thid short notc we generalize this exercise in an algebraic modular lattice.

1. Introduction

In what follcws fora complete latticeZ we will use the following definitions:
Z is artinian [noetherian] if it satisfies the dcc [aec] (tlie descending [ascending]
ehain conciition), Iocally artinian ifall its compact el€monts are adinien (an element
6 € , has the property P if the sublattice a/0 has P), is.F/-noetherian (see [4]) if the
corntr)act elements fonn an ideal (or equivalently, if for each a ( c, with c compact,
a is also compaet), is eyclic if it is distributive and noetherian, has (RSC) (the
restrictad sccle eondiiion) (see [2]) if for each o e L, a essential inL, Uahas atoms
and is torsion (see [i]] if for each a < L, a * 1 tha sublattice l/ahas atoms. For all
the notions and notaiion we refer to [3] and [5].

According to ihe above-rnentioned exercise we are interested in the following
conditions in a lattice r: (a) is locally artinian; b) I has dcc for cyc)ic elements;
(c) the soele s(1,) is essentral in r,; (d) is torsion. For sirnplification, let r be an
upper continuous rnodular lattice.

2. Results

PaoposntoN 2.1. If L has (RSC) then {c} and {.d} rtre equivaft:nt.

Proaf.Thesocle of atorsionlatiice is essentia!.Iudeed, ret0 + a e Landb a
pseudcroomplement of a in r. surely & * i so that, L being torsiori, l/D
contains an atone c. Using the modularify, one shows that c n r is ;rn atom in z.
But 0 * a n csaxs{L) so that the soctre s(r) is essential in l. conversely, from Il]
we know that in an (RSC) lattice s(r) is essentiai in l, iff l/s(r) is torsion. The
sublattice s(I)/0 being torsicn, ,L is also torsion. il

In order to reiate (a) and (c) we need the following

Lenaua 2.1. In an upper continous lattice L the noetherian elements coincide
to the ccmpact elements ,ff t X H-noetherian.
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Proof. If a < c, with c compact, by hypothesis c is noetherian and so c is
noetherian too. Hence (again by hypothesis) a is compact and I is ff-noetherian.
Conversely, each noetherian element is compact (see[3]), so that let c be a eompact
element in L.If L is f/-noetherian each a < c is compact too. But then c is noetherian
(see [3]) so that compact and noetherian elernents coincide. fI

PRoposlTIoN 2.2" A H-noetherian algebraie locally artinian lattice L is atamic.

Proof.In a f/-noetherian iocally artinian lattice the compact elernents are

noetherian and artinian and hence of finite lenght (have composition series). In this
case each compact element contains an atorn so that I being algebraic each
ilon-zero element contains an atom. n

Cansequence 2.1. In a H-noetherian algebraic lattice L(a) implies (c).
Indeed, obviously the socle of an atomic lattice I is essentiatr in.[,. tr
Lnuue 2.2. Every noethernian torsion lattice is arlinian.

Proof. Let a e Z be maxirnal with the property that alA is artinian. lf a * 1,

the lattice being torsion l/a has an atorn 6. We show that 6/0 is artinian and hence

contradict the maximality of a. If cr> cr 2 .. 2 cn 2.. is a descending chain in 6/0
and for a rn € N, c.< a thenthe chain must be finite. If for every n e N, we don't
have c,< athen av cn: & and, by modularity, if the chain (",)nuro is not finite,
neitlrei is finite the chain (a n c,)n *. But this contradicts a/0 artinian. E

PRoposlrloN 2.3. In a H-noetherian lattice (d) implies (a).

Proof. If a lattice I is .I1-noetherian, each compaet element c is already
noetherian so ifl is also torsion, the sublattice c/0 is also torsion (true for modular,
pseudocomplernented lattices, see [1]). By the above lemma, every noetherian
torsion lattice is artinian, so c is artinian and hence Z is locally artinian. U

Consequence 2.2. Itt a algebraic lf-noetherian (RSC) msdular lattice the
conditions (a), (c) and (d) are equivalent. E

Finally, the condition (6) is rnore diffrcult to relate to the other three conditions.
We need

Levpta 2.3. If an algebraic lattice L has dccfor cyclic elements then L has
also the dccfor compact elements.

Proof.In an upper continuous lattice I the set of all the elements a such that
a/0 satisfies the dcc for compact elements (in an algebraic lattice these are the
compact elements from L that belong to a/0), Zorn's Lemma is applicable so that
letmbe maximal in this set. If rz * 1 in llmletcbea minimal eyclic element
(1, if rr is maximal in I). It is shown that c/0 satisfies also the dec for compact
elements, contradicting the inaximality of m (see also t6l). n

Leuua 2.4. If an algebraic lattice L kas the dcc for compaet elements for
each compact elenzent c e L tlze sublattiee e/0 is supplemented"
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Proof. Let c be a compact element and a { b I c. By the dcc let ^r be a
mininaal compact such that o v s: D. Then s is a supplement of a in 6/0 (see

aiso [5]). fl
FRoposITioN 2.4. ht an algebraic H-noerherian lattice the candition (b)

implies tlte condition {a\.

Proof" As abovo we obtain the conditioir (r.r) if every sublattice c/0 is torsion
f,or each compact c. Using tl-ie last two lemnias the only supply ieft is: every
supplemented lattice is torsion. But tiris is readily ehecked in our hypothesis. fl

3. Final cornments

Tlie inrplicatiorr (a) =+(b) seenm to lead to courp!icated restrictions related to
cyclic elernents that wili make the objeet of another study.

As we have seen in the above three prop*sitions the equivalence of the
conditions (o), (&), (c) and (d) is far more gerteral as oirtry for abelian groups
(Z-modules). Once more time the utiiity of the condition (RSC) and of the H-
noetherianiry in this context is evident.
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